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Reading context

And yet
• 5 in 10 disadvantaged  children leave primary not ready for 

secondary

• 6 in 10 disadvantaged leave secondary without a good pass in 
Maths and English at GCSE

• Disadvantaged and SEND children are significantly over 
represented in exclusions

Schools received 
£6,192,148  of public 
money last year alone



Knowing more, remembering more and doing more with it

A good quality education is the best way to raise 
outcomes for disadvantaged children?
INTENT:  What is taught and when it is taught 
to ensure children know the important stuff 
to achieve meaningful end points

IMPLEMENTATION:  How we teach the what 
so that children retain knowledge in long term 
memory and build on this knowledge year on 
year (schemata) . Also how we train staff and 
manage their workload
IMPACT:  What can children do with what we 
have taught them in the short and long term. Do 
they at least meet national expected standards 
and develop character in line with our vision?
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Planning backwards from the  end points we want for children, 
ensuring we sequence the knowledge we build through the 
curriculum towards these goals and making sure we teach so 

children remember this knowledge is especially important for 
unlucky children (PP SEND TRAUMA)
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Disadvantaged 
outcomes  are an 

indicator of how good 
your curriculum 

actually is 



Implications of the new Ofsted Inspection Framework ( EIF)

• Primary- reading is the gateway to  mobility because we 
get 90% of new vocabulary from what we read. Once you  
can read you can learn anything you like. Focus on the 
bottom 20%

• secondary – breadth for as long as possible and Ebacc?  
What does the knowledge you gain from us allow you to 
achieve long term? Focus on the bottom 20%

• Post 16 and NEET – Warehoused or nurtured Focus on 
the bottom 20%?

• SEND Preparation for adult life
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How do you do for disadvantaged 
children- important indicators?

• What does it feel like to be a 
disadvantaged child in this 
school and how do you as 
governors know?

• Phonics- 100%? are the bottom 20% of readers 
catching up?

• End of key stage Age related expectations KS1,2,4?
• are disadvantaged children  getting the offer of 

achieving Ebacc and are they taking it up?
• Post 16 pathways- differences in groups?
• NEET?
• Experiences- take up of offer
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Statistically significant issues for disadvantaged will be highlighted 
in your annual Inspection data Summary report (IDSR)



• There is now a growing body of evidence on how schools can best help 
disadvantaged pupils make progress. The EEF has published a pupil 
premium guide that explains what schools have found works best when 
spending the pupil premium to improve results.

• Use the guide to ask questions about the strategy document your 
Headteacher draws up
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Evidence suggests that schools should consider using 
a ‘tiered’ approach to their pupil premium that 
balances spend across:

1. supporting training and continuous 
development to improve the quality of all 
teaching

2. targeting support for disadvantaged pupils 
through evidence-based interventions

3. supporting whole-school strategies to 
improve attendance, behaviour and readiness 
to learn

https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/evidence-summaries/pupil-premium-guide/
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Measuring the effectiveness of 
your approach

• To measure the effectiveness of your pupil premium 
approach and spending, you should assess the 
performance of your disadvantaged pupils compared 
with the national average for non-disadvantaged 
pupils.

• You are not required to compare or report within-
school or within-class attainment gaps between 
disadvantaged pupils and their non-disadvantaged 
children

• Look to published data in your IDSR, Question Level 
analysis, behaviour and attendance monitoring and 
be careful about  relying on internal data

Visit classrooms, talk to 
staff and children- can 

you see evidence of your 
approach in practice



2019 changes: A longer term strategy
The Dfe has produced new templates to help Headteachers present their 
pupil premium strategy- we strongly advise these are used

From September 2019 schools are encouraged to move away from full annual 
reviews that can be time-consuming and instead consider a multi-year 
strategy – such as one covering a 3 year period with light touch annual 
reviews that will continue to form the school’s pupil premium statement. This 
will help school leaders to:

•take a longer view of the support the grant will provide
•align their plan with the wider school improvement strategy

Doing this will give schools greater certainty when 
planning their: expenditure, recruitment, teaching
practice, staff development and curriculum 
Sequencing
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Web document vs reality
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what evidence will you expect to see if your spending is making a 
difference? what will be measurable and what will be observable? 
1. Can you take me and show me what you mean when you talk about impact
2. What does it feel like to be a disadvantaged child at this school
3. Do children know what leaders had planned for them to learn?  Can they 

tell you about it, If not why not
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KS1
Park Lane
Oxford Road
Wilson
Alfred Sutton
Katesgrove
English Martyrs
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KS2 progress and attainment
• Alfred Sutton
• Oxford Road
• Whitley Park



KS4
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Planning a good PP strategy: Questions for leaders and students
1. Can you take me and show me what you mean when you talk about the impact the 

strategy has had
2. What does it feel like to be a child at this school?
3. Can children tell you about what they know- does this match what leaders have 

planned for them to  learn? If not why not?
• What Lessons have we learned from the last three years?
• Primary/ special- does our curriculum help disadvantaged children learn to read at the same rate 

as other children? If not what are we going to do?
• Secondary- what are disadvantaged children studying, are they achieving end points and is this 

helping them reach ambitious future goals?
• Do children attend well and what are we doing about it, is this working?
• Are we excluding disadvantaged children more and what are we doing?
• Do children keep up with peers , what gaps do they have in their knowledge, why do these occur 

and how do we ensure these gaps are plugged for the bottom 20%?
• What do you know about your PP cohort? What are their barriers? How is spending breaking 

down these barriers
• What  are your  big areas for improvement  to raise standards for PP achievement this  year ? 

(think Curriculum, attendance, impact of teaching)
• what evidence will you expect to see if our spending is making a difference? what will be 

measurable and what will be observable? 
• What is the rationale for our spending- why do we think this will work?
• How will we measure any interventions for individuals or groups to help them catch up? How will 

we make sure they are well implemented?
• Is this linked to the development plan- if not is it realistic?
• IF IT HASN’T WORKED BEFORE WHY WILL IT NOW?Classification: OFFICIAL



Other sources of evidence and guidance
Other reports that schools may find helpful include:
•the EEF teaching and learning toolkit that ranks interventions and approaches by 
effectiveness and value for money
the EEF families of schools database to help teachers learn about good practice 
from similar schools and allow you to compare your disadvantaged pupils’ 
attainment to that of pupils in schools that have similar cohorts and face similar 
challenges
•EEF guidance reports on high-priority topics help you understand evidence based 
approaches to improving subjects/ teaching approaches
•the National Foundation for Educational Research that has recommendations for 
school leaders on raising disadvantaged pupils’ attainment

Ofsted has published reports on effective pupil premium strategies including:
•how schools are spending the funding successfully
•an update on schools’ progress

Pupil premium reviews: You can commission a review of your pupil premium 
strategy from BFfC, teaching schools or other schools to identify ways to use the 
funding more effectively
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https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/evidence-summaries/teaching-learning-toolkit
https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/tools/families-of-schools-database
https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/tools/guidance-reports/
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/supporting-the-attainment-of-disadvantaged-pupils
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/the-pupil-premium-how-schools-are-spending-the-funding-successfully
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/the-pupil-premium-an-update

